Ridesourcing platforms like Uber and Didi are ge ing more and more popular around the world. However, unauthorized ridesourcing activities taking advantages of the sharing economy can greatly impair the healthy development of this emerging industry. As the rst step to regulate on-demand ride services and eliminate black market, we design a method to detect ridesourcing cars from a pool of cars based on their trajectories. Since licensed ridesourcing car traces are not openly available and may be completely missing in some cities due to legal issues, we turn to transferring knowledge from public transport open data, i.e, taxis and buses, to ridesourcing detection among ordinary vehicles. We propose a two-stage transfer learning framework. In Stage 1, we take taxi and bus data as input to learn a random forest (RF) classi er using trajectory features shared by taxis/buses and ridesourcing/other cars. en, we use the RF to label all the candidate cars. In Stage 2, leveraging the subset of high con dent labels from the previous stage as input, we further learn a convolutional neural network (CNN) classi er for ridesourcing detection, and iteratively re ne RF and CNN, as well as the feature set, via a co-training process. Finally, we use the resulting ensemble of RF and CNN to identify the ridesourcing cars in the candidate pool. Experiments on real car, taxi and bus traces show that our transfer learning framework, with no need of a pre-labeled ridesourcing dataset, can achieve similar accuracy as the supervised learning methods.
INTRODUCTION
With the prevalence of online ridesourcing [38] platforms like Uber [6], Ly [4] and Didi Express [2], private cars now can offer on-demand ride services to passengers quite easily. While enhancing urban mobility, ridesourcing services have a variety of social-economic issues, especially if accompanied by black market activities. First of all, passengers may be exposed to safety and nancial risks. For example, some ridesourcing drivers may trade customer orders with an unauthorized driver who might not have proper training or su cient driving experience, and might not provide passenger with insurance coverage [1] . e passenger might get ripped o , or even worse, encounter severe crimes like sexual harassment, robbery, etc. 1 For example, in May 2016, the driver of an unauthorized ridesourcing car with a fake numberplate robbed and killed a passenger in China [17] . Second, the safety of unlicensed drivers may also be at risk, as previous report suggested that 'gypsy cab' drivers are also easy targets of assaults [5] . ird, ridesourcing companies may lose both pro ts and credibility if their licensed drivers bypass the platforms and make under-the-table deals with customers [37] . Fourth, other businesses have li le information of whether their employees illegally use the company-owned cars for ridesourcing, which brings in potential management and economic risks to the employers [29] . In summary, despite the environmental and social bene ts introduced by this rapidly-growing business, the existence of black market and unregulated activities can seriously impair the credibility and healthy development of the whole ridesourcing industry [28] .
If we could detect unauthorized ridesourcing cars, we would be able to take further measures to alleviate the above-mentioned issues to a large extent. In this paper, as the rst step towards this direction, we aim to address the problem of detecting ridesourcing cars from a pool of vehicles, assuming that the recent trajectories of all the candidate vehicles are accessible. is assumption can be technically realized. For instance, with the huge number of street/red light cameras [31, 32] and mature car numberplate recognition techniques [33] , it is possible to reconstruct the moving traces of most vehicles in the urban area [23] . In addition, many companies deploy position tracking devices on their corporate vehicles to prevent the abuse by employees.
An intuitive solution to this research problem is directly comparing the traces of the candidate cars with ride trajectory obtained from ridesourcing platforms (uploaded from drivers' smartphones during ridesourcing trips). However, this approach su ers from several pitfalls. First, access to the recent trace data stored in various ridesourcing platforms is probably di cult due to concerns like user privacy [46] . Second, ridesourcing services are still regarded as illegal in many places around the world [45] . It means that no ridesourcing platform would have data for these places; however, the need for regulating the ridesourcing black market may be even greater in such places [18] .
With the objective of proposing an easy-to-deploy and comprehensive ridesourcing car detection algorithm, we turn to taxi and bus traces for knowledge transfer to avoid the aforementioned pitfalls. For one thing, taxi and bus trajectories are perhaps the most openly available types of vehicle trace data [3, 9, 20, 24, 30, 35, 39, 42] . For another, previous study has shown that taxis and ridesourcing cars share many mobility similarities [15] , indicating the transfer feasibility; while bus traces can serve as negative cases, as buses are distinct from ridesourcing cars in moving pa erns. In spite of the feasibility of the knowledge transfer idea, we still face some issues. For instance, taxi data, even the most frequently updated ones [20, 42] , are published with a substantial delay due to data cleaning and pre-processing. Additionally, more taxi open data only cover a speci c period [9, 30, 35, 39] . In other words, the time span of taxi data may not align with the time span of the candidate rides, especially if we want to use the most recent driving pa erns of the candidate cars for ridesourcing detection.
In this paper, we design a two-stage transfer learning framework for adapting taxi and bus knowledge to ridesourcing detection. In Stage 1, we extract the features shared by taxis and ridesourcing cars, and also durable to the time misalignment issue abovementioned. Using these features, we train a random forest (RF) [27] classi er with taxi and bus open data, and adopt the classi er to predict whether a candidate car is ridesourcing or not, denoted as s1-label. However, the features extracted from taxi open data, although e ective in ridesourcing detection to a certain extent, may still not fully characterize ridesourcing cars. In Stage 2, we a empt to nd more ridesourcing-speci c features to improve classi cation accuracy. To this end, instead of leveraging all s1-labels, we build a training set consisting only of the cars whose s1-labels are predicted with high con dence, and reset all the other cars as unlabeled. With this training set as input, we start an iterative co-training process [8, 21] to learn ridesourcing-speci c features from the remaining unlabeled candidate car data. In this stage, besides RF, we design a convolutional neural network (CNN) [25] classi er to enrich ridesourcing-speci c features for detection. In each iteration, we update both RF and CNN on the current training set, use each classi er to predict the labels of the remaining cars, and add the newly con dently classi ed cars into the training set.
e co-training process stops when no new cars are added to the training set. A erwards, we use the ensemble of RF and CNN to determine the nal label of each candidate car.
Brie y, this paper makes the following contributions:
(1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst work on ridesourcing car detection. In particular, by properly transferring knowledge from taxi and bus open data, no labeled ridesourcing dataset is needed in our proposed method.
(2) We propose a two-stage framework to transfer taxi and bus knowledge for ridesourcing car detection.
e rst stage, with taxi and bus open data as input, identi es ridesourcing cars using features that are shared by both taxis and ridesourcing cars and can withstand the open data limitation like time misalignment. Taken the cars classi ed with high con dence in the rst stage as input, the second stage leverages a co-training process to further infer ridesourcing-speci c features. Two classi ers, RF and CNN, are iteratively re ned, and the nal ridesourcing label for each candidate car is determined by an ensemble of the two classi ers.
(3) Experiment results on the traces of about 10, 000 cars over seven workdays, among which 600 cars are manually labeled by majority voting as test data, have shown that our transfer learning method, with no need of the labeled ridesourcing dataset, can achieve an overall detection accuracy of 85%, which is comparable to supervised learning methods, as well as the average manual label accuracy (considering majority voting as ground truth).
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we rst formulate our research problem from the application perspective. en, we abstract our problem in the transfer learning se ings [34] .
Ridesourcing Car Detection Problem. Given a set of n cars' traces {T 1 , T 2 , · · · , T n }, where the ith car's is T i = p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p m and p j = lat j , lon j , time j . lat j , lon j and time j are the latitude, longitude and timestamp of the jth trace point. We aim to identify the cars undertaking ridesourcing activities from n candidate vehicles. 2 Note that in reality people can choose to be part-time ridesourcing drivers (e.g., one day per week or even per month) and ne di erentiation can be performed based on the frequency of service. In this paper, however, we focus on identifying routine ridesourcing cars, i.e., frequently performing ridesourcing services (e.g., in most workdays), and thus we formulate the above problem as binary classi cation. For brevity, in the rest of the papers, we use ridesourcing cars to refer to routine ridesourcing cars. Our future work will consider a more ne-grained categorization, e.g., di erentiating between part-time and full-time ridesourcing cars.
Binary classi cation is an application-level problem formulation. As we propose to address the problem by transferring knowledge from taxi and bus open data, we further formulate the problem mathematically in the transfer learning aspect.
Transfer Learning Formulation. e source domain in our problem is the traces of public transport vehicles, namely, taxis and buses in this paper; each instance is labeled to indicate whether it is a taxi or a bus.
where x si is a vehicle instance in the source domain X s ; X st and X sb denote the set of taxis and buses in the source domain, respectively. e target domain includes the traces of candidate cars for ridesourcing detection; each instance corresponding to one candidate car with no initial labels:
Our objective is to learn a classi cation function in the target domain for ridesourcing car detection, F : X t → {'ridesourcing', 'other'}, aiming to maximize:
where
According to [34] , traditional transfer learning problems on classi cation usually have either some labeled data in the target domain (inductive transfer learning) or the same tasks in both domains (transductive transfer learning), neither of which applies to our problem. On one hand, we have no labels in the target domain. On the other hand, our task in the target domain X t → {'ridesourcing', 'other'} is not exactly same as, although related to, the task in the source domain X s → {'taxi', 'bus'}. is brings new challenges to our problem and requires a novel solution. Step 2 Figure 1 : Basic idea of our transfer learning solution. ( e dashed circles are high-con dent classi cation boundary.)
Actually, although the two tasks in our source and target domains are not identical, somehow, the classes of the source domain, taxis/buses, can be regarded as special cases of the classes of the target domain, ridesourcing/other. In other words, if performing like taxis, the cars in the target domain probably undertake ridesourcing activities; if performing like buses, they would not be ridesourcing cars. is ensures the feasibility of transfer learning and the next section will elaborate our method in detail.
METHODOLOGY
In this section, we propose a two-stage learning framework to address our research problem.
Basic Idea
In our problem, although tasks are not exactly same between the source and target domains, each category in the source domain could be seen as a special case of a corresponding category in the target domain -if an unlabeled vehicle moves very similar to taxis, it is probably a ridesourcing car; if its mobility pa ern is close to buses, it should not undertake ridesourcing activities. 3 en, if a proper feature space shared by our source and target domains is found, we could expect to use the pa erns learned from the source domain to classify the unlabeled cars in the target domain. e step 1 in Figure 1 illustrates this process.
Note that, as special cases, such classi ed cars in the target domain may be biased, i.e., gathering closely in the shared feature space, and not fully characterize the whole set of ridesourcing/other cars. en, to nd more ridesourcing cars out of this special scope, we try to nd another feature space to re-map the already classi ed cars. Previous studies have shown that, as long as the two feature spaces are independent of each other, it is probable that the instances gathering in one space will be sca ered in the other [8] .
erefore, if we can nd such a second feature space, we could detect more ridesourcing/other cars which are not recognized in the rst feature space; with the newly classi ed cars in the second space, returning to the rst space, we can nd more con dent ridesourcing/other cars. is iterative process for re ning the classi er from two distinct feature spaces are called co-training [8] .
is technique helps us to jump out of the special cases learned from the source domain, and thus we can build a classi er that is able to detect ridesourcing cars more comprehensively.
To make this basic idea work e ectively, the two feature spaces must be carefully modeled. On one hand, the features in the rst space need to be shared by the taxi/bus instances in the source domain and the ridesourcing/other instances in the target domain, especially considering the time misalignment issue (the time span 3 e inverse statement may not be true, e.g., a non-ridesourcing car does not have to act like buses.
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Trajectory Image of taxi/bus traces in the source domain may not be the same as the car traces in the target domain). If the feature space is not shared well, the learned pa erns from the source domain will not be useful in the target domain. On the other hand, the features in the second space should be distinct from those in the rst space as much as possible, in order to make the co-training process e cient. As the second feature space is only used in the target domain, it can focus more on the ridesourcing-speci c features.
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Framework Overview
Following the basic idea, we design a two-stage learning framework to detect ridesourcing cars leveraging knowledge transferred from taxi and bus open traces. Figure 2 is an overview of our framework. e two stages are called as source-target domain linking and target domain co-training, respectively.
Source-Target Domain Linking. In Stage 1, based on taxi and bus data in the source domain, we a empt to detect cars in the target domain which are similar to taxi/bus, so that we can con dently classify them to ridesourcing/other. To this end, we need to select the features that are shared by taxis and ridesourcing cars. In addition, the selected features should be durable to the limitations of using public taxi data, such as time misalignment. With these considerations in mind, we mainly extract features from distance and coverage aspects and then learn a random forest (RF) [27] based on source domain data. We then apply RF to the target domain unlabeled cars and keep the predicted labels of the cars which are classi ed with high con dence.
Target Domain Co-training. Using the traces of cars con dently labeled as ridesourcing/other in Stage 1 as the initial training set, Stage 2 leverages the co-training technique [8] to extract more ridesourcing-speci c features for comprehensive ridesourcing detection.
e basic idea of co-training is to iteratively re ne two classi ers by adding new con dently classi ed instances into the training set; the more distinct the two classi ers are from each other, the be er co-training performance is [8] . Hence we design a convolutional neural network (CNN) [25, 49] as the second classi er, the input of which is the trajectory image generated from a car's daily GPS traces. Di erent from the input features used in the rst classi er RF, a trajectory image of a car is constructed by spli ing the city area into M × N grids, i.e., pixels, and se ing each pixel to a lighter (darker) color if the car stays in the corresponding city grid for a longer (shorter) period of time.
We elaborate on the details of each stage in the next subsection.
Source-Target Domain Linking
To use taxi knowledge for ridesourcing car detection, we rst study which features of taxi would be likely to exist also for ridesourcing cars, i.e., shared features. en, based on such features, we build a random forest classi er for detecting ridesourcing cars.
Shared Features
Finding shared features, in other words, is to identify the features that both taxis and ridesourcing cars share similar values, while the other cars have dissimilar values. is is a tricky issue, because although taxis share certain trajectory pa erns with ridesourcing cars, they also di er in some aspects [15] . Besides, while taxi data are relatively open, the time span of taxi data and unlabeled car data may not be aligned. With these issues in mind, we identify the following shared features.
Distance. Driving distance is intuitively an e ective measurement for detecting taxi and ridesourcing cars, as they would be likely to run much longer distance than most of the other cars. We thus extract cars' daily mean driving distance and its variance as shared features. It is also worth noting that, previous studies have pointed out that compared to taxis' 24-hour work style, ridesourcing cars rarely work a er 00:00 and before 6:00 [15] . erefore, when calculating the distance in taxi data we only take the time span of 6:00 to 24:00 into consideration.
Coverage. Coverage is another important aspect that could be shared between taxis and ridesourcing cars. Taxis and ridesourcing cars' origins and destinations are determined by their served customers and the trips are usually short and sca ered, hence the city area covered is probably larger than most of the other cars (e.g., family usage). To get coverage-related features, we rst split the city area into M × N grids, and then mark a grid as 1 if it is visited by a car during a certain time slot; otherwise 0. To distinguish rush
Algorithm 1: Robust Coverage Matrix Similarity
Input :C 1 , C 2 : two coverage matrices. Output : sim * : robust similarity measurement between C 1 and C 2 . /* similarity on raw matrices
/* similarity on max-pooling matrices */
hours in the morning and a ernoon, we split one day into three time slots: 6:00 to 12:00, 12:00 to 18:00, and 18:00 to 24:00; the time span of 00:00 to 6:00 is discarded like the distance feature. We also consider a whole time span, i.e., 6:00 to 24:00 as another time slot to catch daily pa erns. Figure 3a shows an example of converting a car's trace to a coverage matrix.
Denote this 1-0 binary coverage matrix as C z k for the zth time slot of the kth day (totally n days), we can calculate the daily mean coverage count for each time slot and its variance as features:
coverage variance:
where 0th time slot represents the whole time span of 6:00 to 24:00. Robust Coverage Similarity Metric. Besides mean coverage count, we also use features to quantify the variation between di erent coverage matrices (intra-and inter-day). An intuitive way is directly using cell-to-cell similarity metrics like Jaccard. However, the possible GPS error may map a taxi's emergence in cell C[i, j] to another (nearby) cell C[i , j ], making cell-to-cell comparison noisy. Besides, intuitively, the similarity of two matrices covering nearby cells should be higher than that of two matrices covering faraway cells, e.g., 
)
But the normal cell-to-cell metric like Jaccard cannot take this into account. To address these issues, we compute a robust coverage matrix similarity metric, as shown in Algorithm 1.
Our intuition in the robust similarity metric is measuring the traditional cell-to-cell similarity metric between not only two raw matrices, but also the matrices operated by the shi and max-pooling functions [25] , as shown in Figure 3b . Shi and max-pooling functions enable that when we calculate the similarity, a cell C 1 [i, j] is compared to not only C 2 [i, j] but also its nearby cells.
With this coverage similarity metric, we now measure both the intra-and inter-day coverage similarities as follows (totally n days):
In summary, our extracted shared features are generally highlevel statistics. Hence, even time misalignment issue exists, such shared features could be durable. For example, as time goes, new hotspots like commercial centers and residential areas may emerge in the city; then, the city cell stay-time distribution of taxis may be biased obviously to the new hotspots. However, our selected shared features, such as daily driving distance and number of covered cells, should not change signi cantly, because a taxi's working time is always limited to 24 hours per day. 4 Random Forest Classi er While taxi data can serve as 'positive cases' similar to ridesourcing cars, to train a binary classi er, we also introduce bus data as 'negative cases' dissimilar to ridesourcing cars.
Two major reasons exist for using bus data as negative cases. First, buses mostly follow regular trips. is characteristics is similar to family-usage cars, in which the most common workday travels are commuting. Hence, bus data are expected to help identify such family-usage cars. Second, like taxi data, bus data are o en open [3, 24, 39] . Even when the raw bus trace cannot be obtained, we can accurately simulate it according to the bus route and timetable information. Note that as cars for commuting mostly have two trips in one workday, thus for one bus instance, we only use two trip trajectories, one in the morning rush hours while the other in the evening rush hours, to extract features.
Using both taxi and bus data based on the shared features, we build a random forest (RF) classi er [27] . Applying this classi er on the target domain unlabeled cars, we can learn each car's label and its con dence. We then keep the labels of the cars which are classi ed with high con dence as the input to the next stage.
Target Domain Co-Training
With the high-con dently labeled cars from Stage 1, we leverage the co-training [8] technique to discover more ridesourcing-speci c features from the target domain to improve detection accuracy. More speci cally, we construct the second classi er, a convolutional neural network (CNN) with input of trajectory images mapped from car traces. In this section, we will rst illustrate CNN, and then summarize the overall co-training process.
Convolutional Neural Network Classi er
Recently, CNN begins to be leveraged in the spatio-temporal transportation data mining, such as tra c ow prediction [49] . e basic idea of such studies is to rst create a city image where each pixel (e.g., 1km × 1km grid) represents the concerned transportation information (e.g., tra c in ow or out ow [49] ). Inspired by this idea, we build a CNN for ridesourcing car detection with a car's gray-scale trajectory images as input.
Trajectory Image. To map a car's traces into a gray-scale trajectory image, like the coverage measurements previously mentioned, we also split the whole city area into M × N grids, which can be seen as a M × N image. en, for each grid, i.e. pixel, according to a car's traces, we count how much time that the car stays at the pixel and then set the lightness to be proportional to the stay time. We also set a threshold T : if the stay time of a pixel is larger than T , where color i, j is the color set for the pixel {i, j}, and t i, j is the stay time of the car at pixel {i, j}. We set T to one hour in the experiment. Figure 4a shows an example of a car's raw trace and the mapped trajectory image.
Convolutional Neural Network. To e ectively extract the car driving pa erns from the trajectory image, we build a neural network with several convolutional layers, which have been veri ed very e cient in various image-based classi cation tasks [25, 26] . e network structure is shown in Figure 4b . More speci cally, the CNN structure consists of the combinations of convolutional and max-pooling layers for two iterations, followed by one fully connect layer and nally the output layer with a sigmoid function to predict the ridesourcing probability. Our CNN structure can be seen as a simpli ed version of the deep CNN structure proposed by [25] for the ImageNet competition. We reduce the number of layers because fewer training instances exist in our case compared to ImageNet, and thus too many layers may increase the risk of over ing. To further relieve the over ing e ect, we adopt the dropout technique on the fully connect layer with a dropout probability of 0.5 [40] .
Ensemble of Day-and Car-level CNN. In reality, we will usually use one car's (recent) several days' traces to decide whether it is used as ridesourcing or not. Hence, our CNN classi er needs to deal with the input of several days' trajectory images. Two aggregation methods are proposed to address this issue.
(1) Day-level CNN. In the rst method, we let the input of the CNN is one-day trajectory image. Suppose we have K-day traces for one car, then K predictions exist. While some predictions may be con icted, we adopt the widely-used average aggregation [53] to make the nal decision, i.e., its probability of being a ridesourcing car is the mean probability of the K days.
(2) Car-level CNN. In the second method, we directly encode one car's K-day trajectory images into one K-channel image, i.e., the CNN input dimensions are M × N × K. en, this CNN can directly output a car's probability of being ridesourcing or not.
Comparing the two aggregation methods, the advantage of the day-level CNN is that it has more training instances (K times compared to car-level) and fewer trainable network parameters, and thus can be er avoid over ing. e advantage of the car-level CNN is its ability to automatically extract the features across di erent days' trajectories. We thus keep both of the classi ers in the co-training process, and construct the nal CNN as an ensemble of day-and car-level CNN with average aggregation [53] .
Co-training Process
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of the co-training process used in our framework. Brie y, the algorithm begins with the input of the highly con dent ridesourcing/other cars detected by Stage 1, and then iteratively re ne both RF and CNN by adding newly condent ridesourcing/other cars labeled from the previous iteration. More speci cally, in each iteration, the cars with con dence > δ are added into the training set. e algorithm terminates when no C r = C r ∪ C r r ∪ C c r ;
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C n = C n ∪ C r n ∪ C c n ; new cars can be added into the training set. We then use the ensemble of RF and CNN by averaging their classi cation con dence to determine the nal label of a candidate car.
EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our proposed method on real car, taxi and bus traces in Shanghai.
Datasets
ree datasets used in the evaluation purpose are as follows: SH-CAR: is dataset includes the GPS traces of about 10,000 cars in Shanghai from 2016/05/01 to 2016/05/11, within which some cars may be ridesourcing while others are not. As we focus on identifying routine ridesourcing cars, we use the car traces in workdays during this time span, i.e., 2016/05/03-2016/05/06 and 2016/05/09-2016/05/11, a total of 7 days.
SH-TAXI: is dataset includes the GPS traces of about 4,400 taxis in Shanghai for 7 days, 2007/02/01-2007/02/07, which belongs to the SUVnet-Trace project [39] .
SH-BUS: is dataset includes the GPS traces of about 2,800 buses in Shanghai for 7 days, 2007/03/01-2007/03/07, also provided by the SUVnet-Trace project [39] .
As expected, the time spans of the SH-TAXI and SH-BUS cannot align with SH-CAR, which re ects the challenges of knowledge transfer in real-life scenarios.
Experiment Design
To conduct the experiments, in Stage 1, we use SH-TAXI and SH-BUS as training data to learn RF and identify high-con dent ridesourcing/other cars in SH-CAR. en, in Stage 2, we run the cotraining module to re ne two classi ers, RF and CNN. Finally, we determine whether a car is ridesourcing or not using the ensemble of the co-trained RF and CNN. More speci cally, we split the Shanghai city area into a 24 × 24 grid when calculating the coverage matrix and trajectory image. e max-pooling operation used in Algorithm 1 is set to map a 2 × 2 sub-matrix; δ in Algorithm 2 is set to 0.9. Detailed CNN structure is shown in Figure 4b , and the number of trees in RF is set to 100.
To evaluate the performance, we recruit ve university students to label randomly selected 600 cars in SH-CAR as ridesourcing or not as test data. All the participants are familiar with Shanghai urban area. Each car is annotated by all of them, and the nal label of each car, considered as 'ground truth', is determined by majority voting (≥ three participants) [47] , leading to 290/310 ridesourcing/other cars. To verify the generality of our method, we do not include these 600 cars in co-training.
For assessment, we use common classi cation evaluation metrics, AUC 5 and accuracy 6 . In addition, we also use the metric of top-k% precision (abbr. t k%-prec.), which measures of the ratio of true ridesourcing cars among the top k% of cars with the highest con dence. is metric is important in many real-life se ings. For example, if we want to identify suspicious unauthorized ridesourcing cars for further investigations, the number of cars selected for inspection may be limited due to budget constraints. en, the detection precision among the top con dent ridesourcing cars is a key metric.
Our experiment platform is an ordinary laptop with i7-6700HQ (2.60 GHz), 8GB RAM, and Nvidia GTX960M (4GB VRAM). We use Python 2.7 with scikit-learn 7 and tensor ow 8 on Ubuntu 14.04 to implement our methods and baselines. 5 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Receiver operating characteristic#Area under the curve 6 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accuracy and precision#In binary classi cation; the decision boundary for measuring accuracy is always set to 0.5 for our method and all baselines. 7 scikit-learn.org 8 www.tensor ow.org
Baselines
We include three types of baselines for comparison in our experiments. Src-Supervised baselines train the classier in the source domain SH-TAXI&SH-BUS, and directly apply the classi er to detect ridesourcing cars in the target domain SH-CAR.
• Src-RF trains RF (Sec. 3.3) on SH-TAXI and SH-BUS.
• Src-CNN trains CNN (Sec. 3.4) on SH-TAXI and SH-BUS.
Tgt-Supervised learning baselines directly use the labels in the target domain (600 labeled cars in SH-CAR) for training, without leveraging the source domain data. is kind of methods is much more di cult to be employed in real life than our approach due to the di culty in obtaining actual ridesourcing labels. e results are obtained through 5-fold cross validation on the 600 labeled cars.
• Tgt-RF trains RF based on labeled SH-CAR.
• Tgt-CNN trains CNN based on labeled SH-CAR.
• Tgt-RF&CNN uses the ensemble of RF and CNN trained on labeled SH-CAR for ridesourcing detection.
Transfer learning baselines use the knowledge in the source domain SH-TAXI&SH-BUS to do the ridesourcing detection task in the target domain SH-CAR.
• TrAdaBoost [16] is an instance-based transfer learning algorithm which combines the labeled instances in both target and source domains for training, with a mechanism to properly assigning instance training weights. As TrAdaBoost needs a small number of labels in the target domain as input, we suppose that 10% of the labeled SH-CAR data (60 cars) are known to TrAdaBoost. e basic learner is RF.
• Tr-RF-self has the same Stage 1 as our method, while in Stage 2, it uses only RF for self-training [11] .
• Tr-CNN-self has the same Stage 1 as our method, while in Stage 2, it uses only CNN for self-training.
Experiment Results
We present our experiment results in three parts. First, we describe the main evaluation outcomes by comparing our method to various baselines. Second, we look deeper into the shared features we extracted in Sec. 3.3, verifying the e ectiveness of each shared feature and how the noises in taxi data, if any, will a ect the shared features. Finally, we analyze the running time performance.
Overall Results e experiment results of our method and the baselines are shown in Table 1 . First, our method outperforms the other three transfer learning baselines. Among them, Tr-RF-self and Tr-CNNself are two simpli ed variants of our method, and thus our improvement is expected. Our method introduces two di erent types of classi ers in Stage 2 and uses a co-training process, while the two baselines only use one classi er with self-training. Regarding TrAdaBoost, even given 10% of labels of the target domain data, it still performs worse than our method. e probable reason is that the assumption that the tasks in both domains are identical does not hold in our problem, as our tasks in two domains, although related to each other, are not exactly the same.
Comparing to Tgt-Supervised baselines, our method achieves a comparable accuracy to the ensemble classi er Tgt-RF&CNN, while outperforming the single supervised classi er, Tgt-RF and Tgt-CNN. is is a really exciting result, as our method can achieve a similar performance as the supervised classi ers without using any labeled data in the target domain. Considering the di culty of obtaining ridesourcing car labels in reality, our method based on knowledge transferred from public transportation has a notable advantage over the supervised learning approaches in practice.
All the Src-Supervised baselines perform rather poorly in AUC and accuracy. 9 is indicates that, although taxis share similar pa erns with some ridesourcing cars, still a large number of ridesourcing cars cannot be directly detected by the classi er trained on the taxi data. is stresses the necessity of introducing Stage 2 in our method. However, Src-RF performs fairly well in terms of top k% precision. Actually, the good performance of Src-RF on top k% precision is the basis for the validity of our method, because Src-RF is exactly the classi er that we use to detect highly con dent ridesourcing/other cars in Stage 1. We can also observe that for Src-CNN (CNN trained on the source domain), top k% precision is still poor, indicating that the features used by CNN (i.e., stay-time in each city cell) do not transfer well across source and target domains, perhaps due to the time misalignment issue. ese comparisons show the importance of choosing proper shared features in Stage 1, and also verify the e ectiveness of our selected shared features in Sec. 3.3.
Finally, we compute the manual label accuracy, i.e., the percentage of a participant's labels that are same as majority voting. e manual label accuracy ranges from 0.820 to 0.858 for di erent participants, with the mean value of 0.844 and the median value of 0.845. Considering that our method can achieve a detection accuracy of 0.852, it actually performs as good as a human in the task of labeling ridesourcing cars.
E ectiveness of Shared Features
Selecting appropriate shared features in Stage 1 is critical to the performance of our learning framework. Here, we conduct further analysis on the shared features identi ed in Sec. 3.3. As the objective of using shared features in Stage 1 is to produce the initial set of highly con dent ridesourcing/other labels, we focus on top k% precision.
First, we verify the e ectiveness of each feature using the leaveone-feature-out evaluation method [22] . In each iteration, we eliminate one feature from the input of the RF classi er, re-learn the RF on the source domain (SH-TAXI&SH-BUS), and test on the target domain (600 labeled cars in SH-CAR). ere are ve feature types: mean/variance of distance and mean/variance/similarity of coverage. e results are shown in Figure 5a . We can see that the top k% precision a er removing any type of features is lower than the full model, which veri es the e ectiveness of each type of the shared features. Particularly, we nd that the coverage similarity contributes the most among all shared features. We also try replacing our robust similarity metric with cell-to-cell Jaccard similarity metric to measure the intra-and inter-day coverage similarity, and then the top 5% precision drops signi cantly from 0.91 to 0.75, further con rming that our proposed robust similarity metric plays a key role in shared features.
Recently, some open taxi data have added spatio-temporal perturbations due to privacy concerns [20] . Intuitively, such perturbations may degrade the e ectiveness of our extracted shared features in identifying the high-con dent ridesourcing cars in Stage 1. To assess the potential impact, we do a preliminary study to see how our shared features would be a ected by the spatio-temporal noises. In particular, we reduce the temporal sampling rate as well as the spatial resolution in SH-TAXI, following the idea in [20] . is can introduce a noise of 'X min, Y m', meaning that the taxi trace sampling rate is one location point every X minutes, and the location point is randomly placed within an area of a Y-meter radius from the actual location. As shown in Figure 5b , a small amount of noise, e.g., '5min, 100m' would not a ect the e ectiveness of the shared features signi cantly. However, as the noise increases, the performance of our shared features learned from the noisy taxi data degrades. In the taxi open data of Chicago [20] , the temporal sampling rate is 15 minutes and the spatial resolution is census tract (an area whose length and width are o en longer than 500m). To deal with such a level of noise, future work on designing more appropriate shared features is necessary.
Running Time Performance
In our method, most of the running time is spent on CNN training in Stage 2, which may take up to 10 minutes in one iteration. As a comparison, RF training only takes about one second for each iteration. In our experiment, the co-training process usually terminates at the 5th or 6th iteration, and thus the totally time consumption of our method is about one hour. Since training the classi er to detect ridesourcing cars can be conducted o ine, such time consumption is feasible for real-life deployment.
RELATED WORK
Trajectory mining is a hot research topic nowadays, where a spectrum of applications have been successfully developed, such as city-scale map creation [12] , human transportation mode detection [51] and crowd mobility prediction [43] . A nice survey can be found in [50] . More speci cally, as the taxi traces are perhaps the most easily accessible large-scale open data for trajectory mining [9, 30, 35, 39, 42] , plenty of research studies are conducted by using it as an important data source, e.g., anomaly detection [48] , environment monitoring [52] , bus route planning [14] , travel time estimation [44] and personalized trip navigation [13] ; a comprehensive survey on taxi trajectory mining can be found in [10] .
Similar to our research topic, i.e., vehicle classi cation, previous studies have used GPS trajectories to classify vehicles into delivery trucks or passenger cars [41] . In addition to di erent research objectives between ours and [41] , the method used in [41] is supervised learning, while our method belongs to transfer learning [34] , which can address the di culty in obtaining the labeled ridesourcing dataset in reality. Note that in traditional transportation research literature, besides GPS sensors, a variety of other sensors (e.g., radar, acoustic and computer vision-based sensors) are also used to vehicle classi cation; however, such sensors are generally deployed in xed locations and expensive to be applied in a large scale [7] . More recently, with the rapid development of ridesourcing market, both industry and academic researchers have started devoting e orts to mining ridesourcing data [38] . Since 2015, Didi has published two yearly (2015 and 2016) reports on China smart transportation based on the trip data in its platform [19] . Chen et al. [15] leverage supervised ensemble learning to identify ridespli ing behavior (e.g., hitch) from a set of ridesourcing trips considering the trip time, costs, waiting time, etc. Rayle et al. [36] conduct a survey-based comparison of taxi and crowdsourcing services in San Francisco, summarizing both similarities and di erences between the two services. While the research studies about ridesourcing are arising, to the best of our knowledge, we are the rst one to design a method which can easily and widely detect ridesourcing cars from a large set of candidate cars based on their trajectories.
Our solution to detecting ridesourcing cars belongs to transfer learning [34] , while also inspired by semi-supervised learning techniques [11] , and more speci cally, co-training [8, 21] . In our method, both random forest [27] and convolutional neural network [25, 49] classi ers are constructed for ridesourcing car identi cation, and the co-training techniques are employed to re ne the classi ers iteratively to achieve be er performance. e nal classi er is an ensemble of the two classi ers [53] . Compared to traditional co-training processes that need a (small) number of labels, by transferring knowledge from public transportation open data, we do not need any ridesourcing labels for detection.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a method to detect ridesourcing cars from a pool of vehicles based on their trajectories, which may help to regulate the black market activities in the rapidly-growing ridesourcing industry. Since the licensed ridesourcing car trace data are generally unavailable to the public, and some cities may not even have legal ridesourcing services, we propose to transfer the knowledge from taxi and bus open data to ridesourcing car detection. Our experiment results show that, with no need of any pre-labeled ridesourcing car dataset, our method can achieve a comparable detection accuracy as the supervised learning methods.
In the future, we plan to try other popular deep neural network structures, like residual network [49] , for ridesourcing car detection. Besides, as some taxi data only include pick-ups and drop-o s [42] , we would like to study the performance of our method if we need to rst re-construct the taxis' trajectories from pick-ups and drop-o s. A more ne-grained ridesourcing activity classi cation, such as di erentiating full-time and part-time ridesourcing, will also be explored. As discussed in the evaluation, addressing noisy taxi data is another research direction. Finally, we plan to investigate the theoretical properties, e.g., convergence, of our proposed transfer learning framework.
